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• Mexico: President’s anti-corporate rhetoric threatens major energy projects

• Mexico: Attack on Mexico City police chief signals new level of violence in the capital

• Mongolia: Election outcome shows that democracy remains resilient

• DRC: New justice reforms provoke protests, widen rifts within governing coalition

• Argentina: Locust swam adds to economic fears   

Mexico: President’s anti-corporate rhetoric threatens 

major energy projects 

Event: Spanish energy firm Iberdrola has suspended work on a contract worth 1.2 billion 

dollars to build a combined-cycle power plant in Tuxpan, Veracruz, the city's mayor said 

on June 24. 

Outlook: The company’s move follows a June 17 speech by President Andres Manuel 

Lopez Obrador (AMLO) in which he attacked "Spanish companies that view Mexico as a 

land to be conquered and abused" and accused Iberdrola of graft and of pursuing a media 

campaign against his administration. Government hostility towards private firms may 

benefit the state-controlled energy sector but it will also alienate investors, imperilling 

potentially beneficial projects in the energy sector and elsewhere. 

Analysis 

Iberdrola had already invested 40 million dollars in the project but was unable to secure a 

gas supply agreement with the state-owned Federal Electricity Commission (CFE). The 

government recently announced several measures seemingly designed to strengthen the 

position of the CFE vis-a-vis private firms. For example, the National Centre for Energy 

Control (CENACE) effectively barred solar and wind projects from connecting to the 



national grid in April, citing a need to ensure reliable energy during the COVID-19 

pandemic. The CFE generates much of its electricity with fuel oil, a by-product of 

refineries run by state oil firm Pemex. 

Mexico: Attack on Mexico City police chief signals new 

level of violence in the capital 

Event: Mexico City police chief Omar Garcia Harfuch was wounded in an assassination 

attempt on June 26 in which two bodyguards were killed. 

Outlook: The New Generation Jalisco Cartel (CJNG) has been blamed for the attack, 

which occurred in the wealthy Lomas de Chapultepec neighbourhood and involved 28 

hitmen using military-grade weaponry. A push by the CJNG to increase its influence in the 

capital threatens further bloodshed. A recent surge in violence demonstrates security 

policy failings nationwide and will increase domestic reliance on the military. 

Analysis 

The CJNG is among Mexico's most powerful cartels, known for displays of extreme 

violence. The targeting of the capital’s police chief was the latest in a series of high-profile 

attacks across Mexico during June. Sixteen people were killed in a cartel gunfight in 

Sinaloa on June 24, while 15 were killed in an attack on an indigenous community in 

Oaxaca on June 21. Conflict between the CJNG and the Santa Rosa de Lima cartel has 

turned Guanajuato into Mexico's most violent state, with at least 40 police officers 

reportedly killed there this year. 

Mongolia: Election outcome shows that democracy 

remains resilient 



Event: The ruling Mongolian People's Party won 62 of 76 parliamentary seats the general 

election held on June 24, down marginally from the 65 seats it won in 2016. 

Outlook: Mongolia is likely to enjoy political continuity and stability until at least the next 

presidential election in mid-2021. The parliamentary election results may overstate 

popular support for the government’s policies as the vote will reflect its success in largely 

keeping COVID-19 out of country. But the fact that the elections were held with a turnout 

of 73% during virus concerns indicates that Mongolia's democracy is holding firm, despite 

some recent causes for concern. 

Analysis 

This is the first time since democratisation in 1992 that the ruling party has retained its 

majority. Executive power is split between the prime minister and president; the current 

president belongs to the main opposition party, but the two have established an effective 

working relationship. Mongolia has recorded just 215 cases of COVID-19, all imported. 

However, the government now faces the challenge of stimulating an economy that 

contracted by 10.7% in the first quarter. 

DRC: New justice reforms provoke protests, widen rifts 

within governing coalition 

Event: Police used tear gas on June 24 to disperse demonstrations against controversial 

new draft laws that would increase political influence in the judicial sector. 

Outlook: The protestors were mainly supporters of President Felix Tshisekedi's Union for 

Democracy and Social Progress (UDPS) who reject proposals introduced by its coalition 

partner, the Common Front for the Congo (FCC) led by former President Joseph Kabila. 

Analysis 

The draft laws would give the justice ministry greater power over the public prosecutor so 



that the ministry decides whether specific cases should be pursued, while giving political 

authorities enhanced powers to appointment magistrates and pursue disciplinary action. 

Coming shortly after the conviction of Tshisekedi's chief of staff Vital Kamerhe on 

corruption charges, protestors allege the revisions constitute an attempt by the FCC to 

prevent investigations against its own officials. The FCC may fear that Kamerhe verdict 

could spur new corruption investigations, not least because Tshisekedi faces pressure to 

prove his seriousness about anti-corruption. The FCC has the parliamentary clout to push 

the laws through despite UDPS opposition, although it may be prepared to concede some 

aspects in exchange for assurances. Either way, the episode will deepen rifts in the 

already fractured coalition government. 

Argentina: Locust swam adds to economic fears 

Event: Argentine phytosanitary authorities are monitoring the progress of a 15-square-

kilometre swarm of locusts estimated to contain some 40 million insects in the north-east 

of the country, according to reports on June 25. 

Outlook: Reports of the threat to the key agricultural sector came on the same day that 

the government re-imposed stricter lockdown measures in the Buenos Aires metropolitan 

area, closing some 70,000 businesses until at least July 17 in an effort to stop the rapid 

spread of COVID-19. 

Analysis 

The swarm of locusts arrived from Paraguay at the end of May and is currently in 

Corrientes province, near the Brazilian border. Although the Argentine authorities say that 

damage to crops has been minimal thus far, as the locusts have not reached central 

agricultural areas, the Brazilian Agriculture Ministry has now declared a "phytosanitary 

emergency" in neighbouring Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina states, where winter 

maize is still being harvested and wheat will soon be planted. There is hope that a spell of 

cold weather may slow the movement of the swarm, and its impact has been lessened by 

the fact that Argentine farmers have delayed wheat planting due to drought. However, the 



potential for disruption to agricultural output remains significant at a time when the sector 

was seen as one of the few sources of economic optimism. 
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